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Bodily transactions of the passions: el calor
among Salvadoran women refugees
Janis H. Jenkins and Martha Valiente

Over the course of the last decade, there has been a paradigmatic shift in
anthropological thinking on the construct of "emotion." No longer assumed
to index a fundamentally universal, psychobiological event for individuals,
emotion is currently theorized as culturally constituted and situationally
specific to social realms (Lutz 1988). The largely unanalyzed convergence
between Western scientific and popular views of emotion was until recently
not noted as particularly suspicious. Indeed, previous universalist-individualist accounts of emotion are now construed by many as but one ethnopsychological creationmyth (Abu-Lughod and Lutz 1990; Kleinman and Good
1985; Lutz 1985; White and Kirkpatrick 1985). Feminist theories have also
deconstructed the ideology inherent in symbolic representations of emotion
within dichotomous realms of the devalued natural, dangerous, and female,
on the one hand, and the more esteemed cultural, controlled, and male, on the
other (Haraway 1991; Ortner 1976; Rosaldo 1984; and especially Lutz 1988,
1990). Not surprisingly, the new emphasis on the sociocultural construction
of emotion has occasioned a wave of cultural studies in this area (Abu-Lughod
1986; Desjarlais 1992; Gaines and Farmer 1986; Good and Good 1988;
Jenkins 1991 b; Kleinman 1986; Lutz and White 1986; Markus and Kitayama
1994; Matthews 1992; Myers 1986; Ochs and Schieffelin 1989; Rosaldo 1980;
Roseman 1991; Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987; Schieffelin 1976; Shweder
and LeVine 1984; Wikan 1990; see also Lyon and Barbalet, Chapter 2 of this
volume). In a celebratory mood, anthropologists echo Geertz's (1973: 81)
observation that "not only ideas, but emotions too, are cultural artifacts."
A consequence of culturalist approaches to emotion, however, has been
the estrangement of culture from the body in the name of antireductionism.1 Only recently have notions of the body as a generative source
of culture, experience, and orientation emerged alongside more cognitive
interest in mental representations such as knowledge, symbols, and
meanings as the presumed loci of culture. Long-standing dualisms of the
mind as cultural and the body as biological have often served to render the
physical, sensational world of pangs, vapors, and twinges theoretically
insignificant and largely absent from cultural-symbolic analysis.
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While some anthropologists and psychologists (e.g. Levy 1984 and Frijda
1987, respectively) suggest an operational separation of "feeling" (sensation) and "emotion" (cognized interpretation), we prefer here to problematize this distinction from the vantage point of the body. From this perspective, we wonder about the heralding of " complex" emotions such as amae
(Doi 1973) at the expense of " simple" sensationally and bodily based
emotions such as "angry livers" (Ots 1990). We wonder whether this line of
thinking is predicated on the traditional dualist idea that the closer we come
to the body the farther away we must be from culture. As will become more
vivid following our ethnographic discussion, we intend our essay as a
critique of conceptualizations of the body as a tabula rasa upon which
culture inscribes its codes. Rather, we are impressed with the degree of
intentionality and agency of the body in creating experience. Although it is
possible to access such worlds through analyses of mental representations
such as language and ethnopsychological knowledge, the cultural creation of
intersubjective realms of social space via the body has often eluded the
anthropological gaze.
Another orienting premise of this essay is that social domains of power
and interest-. are constitutive of emotional experience and expression
(Corradi et al. 1992; Good et al. 1988; Jenkins 1991a; Lutz and Abu-Lughod
1990; Kleinman 1986; Scarry 1985; Swartz 1991 ). While recognition of the
essential interrelations between the personal and the political has long been
central to feminist scholarship (Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974), this point has
yet to be adequately integrated in theories of culture and emotion. To this
end, Abu-Lughod and Lutz (1990) have recently proposed new theoretical
directions for analyzing sociopolitical dimensions of emotion in everyday
discourse. Scholarly discourse on the emotions has also been considerably
expanded by Good and Good (1988) through conceptualizations of the
"state construction of affect. " Jenkins (1991a: 140) has urged that the
emerging scholarly discourse on the emotions include the nexus of the role
of the state in constructing a "political ethos" and the personal emotions of
those who dwell in that ethos. 2 Suarez-Orozco ( 1990: 353) proposes examination of the formal structures or "grammar" of collective terror such as is
now widespread in Latin America.
In this chapter, we are concerned with the cultural and sociopolitical basis
of bodily experience. 3 Our interest lies not merely with the sociopolitically
"inscribed" body but also with the body as seat of agency and intentionality
through resistance, denial, reactivity (Shweder 1990; Scheper Hughes
1992). We present an ethnographic analysis of a particular form of bodily
experience- el calor (the heat)- among Salvadoran women refugees seeking
help at an outpatient psychiatric clinic in North America. 4 Our analysis of
the narratives of Salvadoran women is presented (1 ) as documentation of a
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culturally specific form of bodily experience that is relatively unknown in
North American medical settings; and (2) as an empirical basis for theorizing on the interrelations of culture, emotion, and the body. The argument
is intended as a contribution to discourse on the state construction of affect,
on the one hand, and of the intersubjectivity of those affects, on the other.
The present study of Salvadoran refugees is based upon the clinical and
narrative presentations of twenty-two women living in a metropolitan area
of the northeastern United States. The study was ethnographic, including
semi-structured and informal interviews, and participant observation in
home, community, and clinical settings. Each woman was encountered in
the process of seeking or receiving help from an outpatient psychiatric clinic
at a university teaching hospital. At the time of contact with the hospital,
nearly all women reported symptoms of major affective or anxiety disorders,
especially including major depressive and post-traumatic stress disorders. 5
Most of the women had been in the United States for at least one year and
had family, including young children, who were still residing in El Salvador. Many worked long hours- sixty or more in two jobs- in vigorous
efforts to make as much money as possible to send back home to relatives.
Escape from la situacion
Refugees' narratives of their emigration from El Salvador often highlight
escape from Ia situaci6n. 6 La situaci6n is a rhetorical term that implicitly,
and possibly covertly, refers to unrelenting political violence and poverty
from which these women have fled (Jenkins 1991a). Although violence and
civil warfare have been common in El Salvador throughout this century, the
most intensive sustained conflict to plague the country occurred in the
period of 1979-92. Since 1979, the wave of warfare and terror has decimated
the population by death and emigration. At least 75,000 persons were killed
during this period, with several thousands more "desaparecidos" (or disappeared), 500,000 internal refugees, and an estimated 1,000,000 more who
fled to other countries such as Mexico, Honduras, Panama, the United
States, and Canada. In a country that, in 1979, had a population estimated at
5.2 million persons (Fish and Sganga 1988), the decimation of the Salvadoran people becomes all too evident.
In various combinations, the women in the present study gave three
primary reasons for their flight from la situaci6n in El Salvador: escape from
large-scale political violence, escape from "domestic" violence/ and escape
from impoverished economic conditions. These practices of the state, the
economic conditions, and the domestic environment are appropriately
understood not as independent factors but as coordinate dimensions of a
single political ethos. Martin-Baro (1990) has characterized the entire
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nation as one in which state induction of fear, anxiety, and terror is
elaborated and maintained as a means of social control. Through long-term
exposure to this political ethos the experience of the "lived body" is
dominated by anxiety, terror, and despair (Jenkins 199la: 149). Regular
encounters with the brutality of the war were commonplace: mutilated
bodies along the roadside or on the doorstep to one's home, disappeared
loved ones, the terror of military troops marching through town and shooting at random and arresting others who would be incarcerated and tortured
(Jenkins 199la). Life within this landscape of political violence compelled
these Salvadorans to flee in search of a safe haven (see also Farias 1991 ).
The stirring of bodily memory: an experiential analysis of
el calor (the heat)
For nearly all of the women in the study, flight from political violence is
narrated within the context of problems with nervios (nerves). Nervios
refers at once to matters of mind, body, and spirit and does not make
cultural sense in relation to mind-body dualisms. While the cultural
meaning anll specific symptom profile of the indigenous condition of nervios
varies across cultural settings (Low 1985, 1988, Chapter 6 of this volume),
the cultural category appears widely throughout Latin America. Nervios
indexes a broad spectrum of distress and illness and includes everything
from minor situational upsets to an established schizophrenic illness
(Jenkins 1988).8 Calor (heat) has sometimes been included as a component
or symptom of nervios as a condition as well as of episodic ataques de nervios
(Guarnaccia eta!. 1990).
Within the context of El Salvador, narratives of nervios are deeply
embedded within the life situation of chronic poverty and exposure to
violence. Among these women, calor is but one among several bodily
phenomena associated with nervios. Other bodily sensations include escalofrios (shivers, chills), un Jwrmigueo en Ia pie! (sensation of a swarm of ants on
the skin), un adormecimiento ("sleepiness" or numbness) localized on one
side of the face or body, cJwques electricos (electric shocks), and feelings of
being inquieta (agitated), often with ganas de correr (the urge to run).
Because reports of el calor emerged for the majority of women and because
these are problematic for anthropological and medical understandings of
culture, emotion, and the body, we choose to examine it here. The
remainder of this section of the chapter is organized into a discussion of ( 1)
narratives of el calor; (2) ethnographic accounts of the perceived bodily sites
and degrees of the severity of calor (3) tropes and other linguistic conventions for describing calor; and (4) the social situational and emotional
contexts of calor experiences.
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Narratives of calor
Accounts of personal experience with calor were either spontaneously
offered during the course of the interviews or were given in response to
direct queries. 9 Excerpts from the narratives provide evidence of the polysemous, multivocal nature of discourse on el calor:
1. From Gladys Gonzalez, a 39-year-old woman living with her husband
and five children:
Heat is something like fire that you can feel from toe to head ... throughout your
body . .. nothing more than a vapor that you feel and then it passes ... a hot welling
up.
2. From Adelina Valenzuela, a 56-year-old Salvadoran living with her
daughter, grandchildren, and three other extended family members:
I used to feel hot currents rising up in inside of me, hot, I felt like I was suffocating,
and that despair that comes when the heat rises up, something hot, I couldn't [resist
it] and I didn't feel well and my vision blurred . .. [the heat] rose upward inside from
my feet to my head throughout my body ... throughout my body, I felt like the fire
was shooting out of me, from here and here and my eyes felt like they were being
pushed out by the fire, like they were going to come right out, and from the ears I felt
it coming out of me ... and in my mouth I could begin to taste . .. vapor, my own
breath. I felt like it was fire, a flame, and it was inside of me ... I was desperate, the
heat, a terrible thing ... I felt like I was suffocating and that I was dying [and] I went
and turned on the cold water to take a cold shower .. . the heat feels as if, you know,
with a match [you light] a sheet of paper and then swallow it, and inside the heat that
feels so terrible, those flames of fire welling up.
3. From Elsa Hernandez, 36 years old, whose family still resides in El
Salvador, and who lives with a Euro-American couple as a maid and
caretaker for their children:
Calorias [Heat attacks], that's what we call them here in El Salvador, my mother also
had them and they say it has to do with the blood, apparently it becomes irritated
and well, my hands and neck become . .. as if I had fever and I get real hot, but only
in my hands and neck ... it's a type of heat, yes, that they call "the urge to bathe,"
yes, it doesn't matter what time, the heat you feel, even though it's cold ... it comes
from worries, more than anything worries about important things, one is startled by
one's nervous system and blood that are stirred by bodily memories.
4. From Dora Campos, a 30-year-old woman separated from her compaiiero
(partner) after repeated violent assaults upon her:
Heat, like some kind of vapor that rises upward from the feet, I don't know, I feel
hot, I'm not sure how to explain what it's like. As if it begins in the feet and moves up
until it reaches my head, at least that's what it was like before, but it's been a while
since it happened ... [it happened] when I was back in my country, and also here a
few times, but more back home - from time to time, I would feel bad and my body
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would feel like it was getting hot, as if ... I were to suddenly become very chilled
[but] with sweaty palms, I think that it could be because of all of the problems I had
that I couldn't vent, and the only thing I did was cry, and that didn't do me any good,
also I didn't want people to see me crying, and I think that was the cause of all of this,
the fact that I had so much pent up inside of me which I wasn't able to vent ... from
the feet upward, something hot that made my face and head feel hot and then it
dropped down and my hands began to sweat [and shake] nervously.

Bodily sites and severity of calor
El calor refers to intense heat which suddenly pervades one's· whole body.

Some report a particular body site, such as the head (face, ears, nose, and
mouth, including taste and breath), neck, back, leg, stomach, chest, and
hands, as an intense "centering point" from which it emanates. The onset of
calor is rapid. It may commence in the feet, progressively intensifying and
rising to the head. Other experiential accounts, however, describe calor as
beginning in the head or neck and then spreading through the whole body.
Although the experience is perceived as occurring inside one's body, it is
thought to originate from without. It may be fleeting (a few minutes), or
sustained (s~veral days).
While some of the Salvadoran women affirm only occasional experience of
el calor, others cite their experiences with it as too numerous to count. The
range in this study was from four or five episodes to daily occurrences. The
frequency and severity appear interrelated: the greater the number of
episodes, the more intensely dysphoric the experience. Thus while some
women said that they had known calor only a few times and in ways that
were inconsequential and less than debilitating, others' more frequent
episodes were recounted as virtually unbearable.
Thus the seriousness of calor varies considerably: for some it is perceived
as a mild occurrence that is a normal part of everyday experience while for
others it is experienced as a frightening event of potentially mortal consequences. In the fourth example cited above, Dora Campos recalled that
following her relatively inconsequential calor experience she resumed her
daily household activities without difficulty. In Adelina Valenzuela's
(second example above) narrative, calor was described como que era fuego (as
though she were fire), and the experience as a whole in terms of a dissociative state: yo me sentia que no era yo (I felt that I wasn't me). So terrifying
was this calor experience that she feared she would surely die:
I felt a burning flame . . . I felt I was dying, I felt an agony, something, I felt death
was just above, with that heat.

In her frequent encounters with calor, she would typically feel compelled
to take off her clothes, shower in cold water, and consult with both a psycho-
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therapist and a santero 10 for healing. During one especially bad episode in
which she thought she might asphyxiate, she ran out of her apartment and
into the street. Upon recovery she remembered nothing. This particular
case example falls within the indigenously defined cultural category of
ataques de nervios, more fully described among Pureto Ricans by Guarnaccia, Kleinman, and Good (1990).
Tropes of calor
Vapor (vapor), corrientes ("electrical currents/surges), fuego (fire) or llama
(flame) are common tropes for describing el calor. Un vapor (a vapor) is a
steadily rising sort of "steam heat" that is felt throughout one's body.
Although qualitatively intense, the experience nonetheless may have an
insubstantial, fleeting quality that ultimately leaves the body, "evaporating" as would a steam heat. Vapor thus represents calor as a kind of
incarnate substance. The sometimes "electric" movement of calor is captured by los corrientes (currents, surges) flowing through the body. This
sense of fluidity may also be expressed as waves of fire or flame: "the heat is
like fire in your whole body." Another woman described calor as the
sensation of rolled up newspapers that were set ablaze in her chest. Yet
another described it as un vapor like el aliento (the breath), felt as unfuego (a
fire), or una llama (a flame) causing heat inside her body. In still other cases
in her clinical practice, Valiente has observed that calor can also be colloquially communicated as unfogaz- a flame that shoots up through the body.
Finally, the experience was also occasionally referred to as calorias (calories,
heat units) or even ganas de banarse (the urge to take a bath). The women's
attempt to communicate the phenomenon of el calor raises the perennial
problem of the relation between language and experience. There is little
doubt that calor is a cultural phenomenon for Salvadorans, but it is only a
partially objectified one. We are constantly shifted among what appear as
direct description, simile, and metaphor. Is calor itself a direct description,
or a metaphor of an emotional state? Different informants may use the same
word, for example vapor, as a simile (expressing similarity) or as a metaphor
(expressing shared essence) for calor. In one of the examples just cited, we
found calor to be a vapor that was like a breath f elt as a flame causing heat.
Fernandez (1986) has given us the notion of the play of tropes, and
Friedrich (1991) the term polytrope for such examples of metaphor upon
metaphor upon simile. Friedrich notes that all tropes contribute to both
ambiguity and disambiguation, and paraphrases Tyler to the effect that "a
trope may mislead in exact proportion to the amount it reveals, but that is
the price of any revelation" (1991: 24). Our example of el calor suggests not
so much the masking of experience by linguistic representation as the
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indeterminate flux of bodily existence. The indeterminacy of these tropes
reveals them not so much as cultural meanings imposed on experience as
fleeting, evanescent disclosures of inexhaustible bodily plenitude. Metaphor and simile emerge from this plenitude in, to borrow Kirmayer's
phrase, the body's insistence on meaning, which is "to be found not
primarily in representation but in presentation: modes of action or ways of
life" (1992: 380). This tropic movement is best described not in terms of
Fernandez's (1986) dimension of inchoate to choate, but as a movement
from preobjective indeterminacy to inexhaustible semiosis (cf. Daniel,
Chapter 10 of this volume).
In addition to the reliance on simile and metaphor to partially communicate a largely incommunicable bodily experience, this indeterminacy is
evident in the women's linguistic confusion over how best to refer to calor.
Quite in contrast to their use of the culturally salient category of nervios
(Jenkins 1988; Low 1985, Chapter 6 of this volume; Guarnaccia and Farias
1988), many fumbled or varied in the use of a definite or indefinite, feminine
or masculine article prior to the nominal calor. For this reason, we inquired
about their knowledge of calor as "lo que le llaman" (what they call) el calor or
la calor. To &e grammatically correct, the masculine "el" would be preferred.
Nevertheless, our informants disagreed even on this point. Some informants
readily employed and applied the term el calor to their experiences as
described above, but a few claimed to know little of the term yet went on to
describe the experience itself in ways that were relatively indistinguishable
from those who did. These considerations suggest that while calor is a cultural phenomenon in so far as it is by no means commonly reported crossculturally, it remains only partially objectified in the experience of Salvadorans. Let us follow the trail of meaning of this shadowy phenomenon farther
into the lifeworld of the Salvadoran women refugees.
Social situational and emotional contexts of calor

Emotions associated with calor are nearly all dysphoric: miedo, temor, susto,
and preocupaciones (fear, dread, fright, and worry); desesperacion (despair,
desperation); agoniay muerte (misery, death agony); and coraje, enojo, enfado
(anger). All these diverse affects are strong, to be sure, and were generally
mentioned in relation to forceful experiences of calor. More mild experiences generally were not accompanied by this particular vocabulary of
emotion. Thus experiences perceived to be "lighter" in character were
noteworthy for the emotion words they failed to evoke in narrations. The
possibility also exists, however, that some women simply eschewed specific
mention of emotional terms on the grounds that these were unnecessary,
inappropriate, or even unthinkable.
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During the narrations of calor experience, some women provided
examples of specific contexts, often the last time in which it had occurred. A
few of these follow:
1. From 39-year-old Gladys Gonzalez, living with her husband and five
children:
Before we were in El Salvador when my mother-in-law died and they called me to
give her some water when she was dying. I felt my body very hot and numb but I had
to face up to it. Then a neighbor was there too in those days. I had felt it too, because
I had a nine year old son with a broken leg. I told him to get up but then I saw that he
was in pain- he had lost his color- and that his heart hurt from the force he exerted
with the crutches and just at that moment I felt a hot surge. I said to myself "he
died."

In this example, Sra. Gonzalez provides two intimately intertwined family
contexts of calor experienced as intense fear of actual, and imminently
imagined, death. Faced with the real or potential loss of a family member,
she responds bodily with what she thinks of as el calor.
2. From 35-year-old Lucrecia Canas, married mother of two, who still
reside in El Salvador with her mother:
(Take what happened yesterday). I dropped a casserole dish with dinner in it and
then nerves came on because my husband was right in front of me. When I dropped
the casserole dish it gave me a shiver throughout my body and I felt immediate pain
and then, so my husband wouldn't see that I was afraid, I didn't say anything .
. . . he had seen I dropped the dinner and since he is really angry, well, I, so he would
see that I'm not afraid I said nothing to him. I had the heat attack in the moment I
dropped the dinner. I felt an electrical charge was put inside my body. It was
because of the fear I have of him, it's because he would have hit me at that moment,
he would have beat me because I dropped the food.

Another example of Lucrecia's experience with calor as intensely embodied
fear:
When he goes out drinking on Fridays, he comes back at three in the morning on
Saturday, then I feel my face is on fire, really numb, the middle [of my face] only,
and the agitation in my chest, I feel desperate, with an urge to leave [the apartment]
running, and running, running to get far away ... I feel the desire to run away, but I
don't actually do it [just as] there's the same pressure when he goes out drinking and
returns irritable. Then I want to focus my attention and not be afraid of him, be
strong, but I can't.

And a final example of embodied heat and susto (fright) in response to la
situaci6n prior to fleeing El Salvador:
In my country I had un susto (a fright) when a man was dying. Already the man
couldn't speak [but] he made signs to me with his eyes. It was during the daytime,
and I was going to get some chickens for a Baptism. He could barely move his eyes.
He had been shot in the forehead. It was the time of the fair in November. When I
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came back he was already dead. I returned home with a fever, a great fever, and it
wasn't something I'd ever experienced. Since it was carnival time, strangers came.
They kill strangers.

3. From 47-year-old Reina Torres, married mother of three:
It happens to me if I feel bored, or it happens to me most when I am walking to the
store with my husband, in the store, because with him it's boring to go out. Because
nothing entertains him, nor does he say anything to me if I buy something or if
something fits me well. He never says anything to me and then all of a sudden it
grabs me, my leg goes to sleep, almost a side [of my body) like painful or my knee
goes out, or my ankle.
-

This somewhat darkly amusing example of the body taking itself literally by
actually "going to sleep" of sheer boredom is unique in the calor narratives.
In terms of the emotional context of calor experiences, it fits neither with
so-perceived prosaic, unemotional occurrences of mild impact nor with
intense emotional experiences of anger or fear . Interpretively it might only
be assimilated to one of these types if we were to consider it an example of
angry boredom.
4. A powerful example of anger associated with heat, not part of a calor
experience per se, was generated by Dora Campos, a 39-year-old mother of
three who was presently torn over whether to separate from her physically
assaultive husband:
[I]t is as if your blood .. . it's like putting water in a pot that's being heated and then
letting it boil, it's as if your blood were boiling, and I feel as if I want to wreck
everything [the world] if it were possible, but at the same time I can control myself a
bit, because when my world is dominated by anger I prefer not to say anything [to
hurt others] because I don't want to use angry words to express or reveal myself; I
never know if such reactions are good or bad, for example when my husband
becomes violent and mistreats me I fill up with anger [I become rabid), I feel angry
but at the same time I overcome it and I say nothing, and if he comes up to me and
threatens to hit me, I tell him to go ahead, and it is this manner which I believe
allows me to control my anger.

Political and medical objectifications of the calor
experience
Emotional orientations to cultural and sociopolitical realms

How might these diverse accounts of bodily experience be interpreted?
Calor is an ethnographic example from a phenomenological world neither
recognizable nor widely shared across cultural groups. 11 Within the realm
of personal experience, calor can be conceived as a form of emotional
engagement with social and political realities. Specifically, it is a somatic
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mode of attention (Csordas 1993, 1994), a mode of attending to and with the
body in an intersubjective environment. Cultural variation in the elaboration
or suppression of such somatic modes of attention is a potentially valuable
dimension for examining cross-cultural differences in experiential and communicative worlds of emotion. We must insist that it would be a mistake to
regard concepts such as calor, that only point to or outline a mode of attention, as sorts of bodily analogs of elements in the conceptual "belief system"
of traditional cultural anthropology. 12 As Ots (1990: 22) has observed,
"[t]his problem becomes even more acute when the concepts of others are
not just a different mode of thought but can be viewed as created by a different kind of bodily perception, e.g., the concept of qi in Chinese culture."
In this context, difference in bodily perception refers not to the observation that different cultures tend to locate emotions in particular body sites
or organs. The problem with organ-specific descriptions of emotion has
been a failure to link body (or body part) to the social world, such that in fact
they remain modeled on an intrapsychic conception of emotion (Lutz 1988).
Ots (1990) considers bodily organs such as the "angry liver, the anxious
heart, and the melancholy spleen" as evidence of the body's role in generating culture. In a critique of contemporary models of somatization (which he
views as relegating bodily processes to psychological mechanisms presumed
to be of a higher order), he argues that bodily manifestations can be
considered as correspondents or equivalents of emotion (ibid.: 24; see also
Ots, Chapter 5 of this volume; on pain as an emotion see Jackson, Chapter 9
of this volume). This intriguing idea repositions the construct of emotion
within the lived body- quite the opposite of the more typical psychosomatic
strategy that describes transformation of an essentially psychological event
into a secondary somatic expression. 13
Along these same lines, we can understand that calor is existentially
isomorphic with anger and fear, with variations in the degree to which it is
configured as primarily anger or fear or a thorough admixture of these. One
significant contextual basis for these emotions is personal encounters with
violence: violence of male kin and the immediate conditions of civil war
represented as la situacion. Each of these contexts contributes to the political ethos of a culture of terror in which brute violence is regularized.
Cultural proscriptions of outwardly directed verbalizations of anger and
rage by women are of obvious importance here. 14 Our analyses of refugees'
narratives revealed that certainly not all or even most explicitly associated
their experiences with either anger or fear. Calor may actively engage unjust
worlds of violence through justifiable anger, but may also reactively engage
these same worlds through fear and trembling. Personally and culturally
unwelcome, the anger and fear that construct calor experiences engage the
intentional body. In their accounts of nervios, on the other hand, these
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Salvadoran women speak specifically of their perceived need to control
themselves, to harness their anger and fear. In this regard, they are not
unlike most other women worldwide who, relative to men, feel a disproportionate need to suppress their passions (Lutz 1990). The need for the
domestication of emotion was evidenced, for example, in the common use
vapor (vapor) as a metaphor. Since vapor is a term more normally employed
within the domestic context of ideal cooking time (al vapor), the perceived
need for the domestication of the raw (female) emotion is implicated. One
woman described the experience of calor as the " stirring" of bodily memory
throughout one's nervous system and blood.
While images of vapor and stirring evoke the notion of domestication, that
of bodily memory evokes the engagement of affect associated with trauma,
and incorporated in what Casey ( 1987) has called habitual body memory.
Casey notes that traumatic body memory risks the fragmentation of the
lived body such that it is
incapable of the type of continuous, spontaneous action undertaken by the intact
body ("intact" precisely because of its habitualities, which serve to ensure efficacy
and regularicy). The fragmented body is inefficacious and irregular; indeed, its
possibilities of free movement have become constricted precisely because of the
trauma that has disrupted its spontaneous actions. (Ibid. : 155)

In the closely knit family atmosphere of Salvadorans, such trauma may be
equally poignant if it occurs to immediate kin as if it occurs to the self.
There is certainly ample narrative evidence for the importance of actual or
near-death experiences of family members that may elicit the bodily sensation of calor. In sum, calor is the bodily channeling of emotions seen as
emanating from without that must be thrown off, not only to regain a
comfortable stance of being-in-the-world, but indeed to ensure one's very
bodily integrity and survival. 15 As an existential phenomenon associated
with nervios, calor is a vivid example of what Setha Low has described as an
"embodied metaphor" (Low, Chapter 6 of this volume) of trauma that
constitutes the habitual body memory of Ia situacion for these women.
Medical and psychiatric diagnostic considerations

The clinical relevance of understanding el calor is all too evident in the
following incident. While waiting for the resident to come into the hospital
examining room, a patient was overcome by intense heat throughout her
body. To relieve herself she took off her blouse and·soaked it in cold water
from the sink. When the resident entered the room and saw she was not only
distressed but also half-nude, he apparently assumed she was "psychotic"
and immediately transferred her to the local state psychiatric hospital,
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where she remained without the benefit of an interpreter for several days
until her family discovered her whereabouts.
Clinical confusion over how to biomedically diagnose and treat calor was
abundant in the women's narratives. Several of the Salvadoran women
reported what they regard as common mis-diagnoses, including menopause or high blood pressure. The inadequacy of an explanation based on
menopause is evident from the fact that calor is commonly experienced
well before the onset of menopause (age range in the twenties and thirties)
and the fact that men also experience calor. 16 Nevertheless, we cannot
entirely rule out the interactive effects of menopausal symptoms among
some women in the study. The overarching point is that the phenomenology of calor sensations varies substantially from symptoms of menopause,
and that much if not all of the calor experiences described here are clearly
not reducible to such explanations. In addition, calor (not unlike pain) is
not clinically observable or measurable. The frustration surrounding
clinical encounters was captured in one woman's comment that "I tell the
doctors to look for something inside of me, but they tell me it's only what I
feel. " 17
What are possible psychiatric renderings of calor experience? From the
clinical perspective, these women were diagnosed as suffering from symptoms of one of more disorders including depression, panic attacks, generalized anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorders. Major depression is
especially common. In this connection, we note that the experience of
"central heat" has been observed among depressed patients in societies
such as Nigeria (Ifabumuyi 1981). The dynamics of this phenomenon in
depression have yet to be fully appreciated in North American clinical
practice. The calor component of the depression picture, however, may
warrant identifying this phenomenological type of depression as
"engaged" vs. "withdrawn," in so far as the women's subjective reports
during the interview sessions did not, for us, have the "feel" of clinical
depression. 18 Relevant to post-traumatic stress disorder, the occasional
presence of dissociative states, numbness in the face or other body part
(paresthesia and akisthesia), and "vigilant" startle response, all represent
varying degrees of the fundamental human tendency to "flight or fight" in
response to threat. The calor experience occurs both under conditions in
which such a response is not only appropriate but essential, and under
conditions that are possibly inappropriate or personally oppressive. This
being said, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that calor, like nervios
(Jenkins 1988) or depression (Kleinman and Good 1985), can in some
circumstances be understood as normal, non-pathological experience. As
one Salvadoran woman put it: "No pienso que es enfermedad" (I don't
think it's illness).
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The bodily reality of el calor: shared or culture-bound
experience?
The foregoing discussion, as might be expected of any discussion that participates in a relatively new problematic, raises more questions than can be
answered: how does the body "experience" itself, on the one hand, and
"think" about itself, on the other? How does the body "select" certain
things to experience or "think" about? Can any bodily experience or representation be considered apart from the affective context in which it occurs?
Are all bodily experiences infused with "feeling" or "emotion"? Can
bodily experience and representation be considered discrete sets of evidence or "symptoms" of "disorder" ("mental," "physical," "social,"
"emotional," or "cosmological")? Within the body of Latin American
literature on nervios, how should calor be conceptualized? (1) as a subset of
the general cultural categories of nervios? (2) as a discrete phenomenological experience of anger and fear in the context of gendered power inequities?
We would.. hope that our exposition of Salvadoran women's narratives of
the experience of calor can serve in part as a basis for addressing these
questions, and thus further the development of culture theory from the standpoint of embodiment. We conclude by identifying several problematic
assumptions which must be scrutinized in the process of this development:
1. The body is a tabula rasa upon which culture inscribes its codes. This
common, often implicit view of the relationship between culture and the
body has tended to overlook the capacity of the body to generate cultural
worlds of meaning in relation to being-in-the-world. In contrast, our
standpoint assumes the body to be characterized by intentionality and
agency.
2. Personal experience of bodily-felt emotion is suspect on both theoretical and
methodological grounds. The notion that cultural discourse on emotion is
superior to bodily-felt personal accounts runs the risk of contributing
toward reductionistic accounts of affect; we note that studies of culture,
emotion, and the body have typically not been carried out from the vantage
point of experience.
3. Because emotion is culturally constructed and not usefully conceived as psychobiologically universal, the biological (and hence the body) can reasonably be
downgraded or excluded from our theoretical formulations. Contrary to this
assumption, we would argue that it is essential to understand the body as
both cultural object and cultural subject. Cultural anthropology's flight
from the biological ought not to have included the body.
4. We can know only language and never experience. We argue for the inherent inseparability of "raw" bodily experience at the immediate, sensate
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level and its "cooked" linguistic, ethnopsychological representation, and
further that this is equivalent to the inherent inseparability of being-in-theworld and our representations of experience.
5. Culture theory is the primary starting and end point for studies of emotion.
On the contrary, cultural analysis that is conducted in the absence of
sociopolitical considerations of power and interest is incomplete. In particular, as can be seen in our focus on women's lives to advance understandings of the body's emotional experience, it is essential to consider the highly
gendered dimensions of these relations. The emerging agenda for studies of
emotional processes and experience in any of an array of intentional worlds
must explicitly incorporate political dimensions of such worlds large and
small.
NOTES

My thoughts on emotion in relation to culture and "estrangement" originated in
a somewhat separate context from consideration of Lutz's ( 1988) ethnopsychological analysis of emotion as "against" (or in contrast to) estrangement or disengagement in North American popular representations.
2 See Bateson (1958: 118) for a definition of ethos as the emotional environment of
an entire culture and Jenkins (1991 b) for an analysis of emotional atmospheres
within families . Jenkins (1991a) conceives of political ethos as the culturally
standardized organization of feeling and sentiment pertaining to the social
domains of power and interest, and discusses its effects within particular family
contexts among Salvadorans.
3 The authors wish to thank the editor, Thomas J. Csordas, and two anonymous
reviewers for their comments. To the Salvadorans who participated in this study,
we are much indebted.
4 The clinical setting is the teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School where
Jenkins worked for three and a half years as a psychiatric anthropologist and
Valiente worked as a clinical psychologist. Methods of the study included
semi-structured conversational interviewing designed to obtain narratives of
current and past life experience. With the exception of one informant, Jenkins
conducted all ethnographic interviews and observations of home and community
settings. The interview questionnaire was collaboratively constructed, with
special attention to cultural and ethnopsychological issues by Jenkins and clinical
and linguistic translation by Valiente. The majority of the patients in the present
study were referred by Valiente.
Since the majority of the patients who utilize this clinic are women, and
since women's refugee experience is distinctive from that of men's, a special
focus on women was deemed appropriate both clinically and anthropologically.
Depending upon the research participant, from rwo to fifteen interview or
observational visits were completed. For a smaller set of participants who
served as anthropological "key informants," and with whom Jenkins developed
special rapport, visits were more numerous. The women in the study were
between 20 and 62 years of age and primarily of peasant background, with little
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formal education. Most of the women were Catholic, monolingual Spanishspeakers.
5 Diagnostic data are in accord with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III-R
(American Psychiatric Association 1987) categories according to the Schizophrenia and Affective Disorders Schedule (SADS). Women in the study reported
symptoms from a host of Axis I affective and anxiety disorders, including major
depression, dysthymia, post-traumatic stress, generalized anxiety, somatization
and panic disorders.
6 In a psychosocial study of motivation and achievement among Central American
refugees who attend US high schools, Suarez-Orozco (1990) also reports common
usage of the term la situacion.
7 Regular, so-termed "domestic" violence and abuse are the bodily experience of
many of the Salvadoran women refugees in the study. Indeed, some of them cited
escape from abusive husbands and fathers as a principal reason for migrating
from El Salvador.
8 See Jenkins ( 1988) for a discussion of the strategically broad nature and meaning
of the category of nervios.
9 Special thanks to Jeff Jacobson and Maria-Jesus Vega for research assistance in
the transcription, translation, and data organization of the interview material.
Both have made contributions to the analyses developed here.
10 A santem.fs a religious leader or priest practicing within the religious tradition of
santeria. See Harwood (1987) and Gonzales-Wippler (1989) for ethnographic
accounts of santeria.
11 Kirmayer (personal communication) observes that the cross-cultural commonality of heat experiences has apparently been greatly underestimated. This may be
due in part to Euro-American biases in the collection of basic ethnopsychological
and ethnopsychiatric data .
12 For a critique of the concept of "belief" in anthropological theory, see B. Good
(1994).
13 Adequate consideration of the extensive epistemological difficulties with crosscultural application of the concept of somatization is beyond the scope of the
present chapter; the most thorough treatment to date is to be found in the works
of Kleinman (1986, 1988) and Kirmayer (1984).
14 The women who reported personal experiences of domestic violence would
typically do so with shame. The cross-cultural commonality of violence by male
kin within family settings is alarming (Levinson 1989).
15 Ethnopsychologically, this is likely to be also related to indigenous "hot--cold"
theories common throughout Latin America.
16 Although our focus is on women's experience, ethnographic and clinical experience suggests that experiences of calor are not confined to women.
17 See Scarry (1985) for a discussion of the relationship between clinical gaze and
the experience of pain.
18 This intersubjectively based observation is beyond the scope of this chapter. We
briefly note here that, for these women, the interactive qualities of depression
differ from those of other women diagnosed as suffering from clinical depression.
This observation is based on ethnographer-informant encounters and clinical
observations.
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